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01.0 Version History:
1.0:  Finished white boxing the level in unreal.  Need to start on the static meshes
2.0: Revised the terrain based on feedback added flags, weapons and spawn points. 

White box is now playable.  Began construction of static meshes and scrapped islands present in 
current map layout due to size of the map.

3.0: Added static meshes and materials for the bridge, trees, rocks, rope ladder and 
vines to the map.  I also imported materials for the walls in both forts as well as two types of 
materials for the terrain and dirt areas.  The bridge is now also animated in kismet.  The center 
raises and falls on a timer that begins when the level starts.

4.0: Added new static meshes for multiple palm tree models.  Static meshes for lamps 
and underwater kelp have been added.  Wooden beams and planks as well y-beams have been 



added to tunnels to give them their mine like look.  Vines have been added to certain areas.  The 
lamps have been modified to emit light.

5.0: Created multi-part buttons for activating the rising water level in the underwater 
passages.  I animated this in kismet using a dynamic water volume attached to static mesh, a 
simple plane with an unreal water material.  I then added textures for the castle roofs and 
reorganized player spawns.
 
02.0 Setting:  

The map depicts two fortresses separated by a water filled ravine.  The fortresses are the remains 
of a Spanish mining operation in the heart of South America.  Recent speculation suggests that the ravine 
was not always filled with water, as the mine shafts extend below the surface and into the lake.  Local 
villagers believe a flash flood is what ended to operation as well as the miners and soldiers that were still 
in the mines.  There a stories that the location is haunted by the spirits of those who died here.
 
03.0 Atmosphere and Mood:  

The atmosphere is dim and muggy, as if it had just rained.  The sky is still overcast. The jungle’s 
heat and humidity make for a miserable experience in terms of physical strain.  

04.0 Gameplay:
- First person shooter
- 10+ players
- Team based combat

 
05.0 Objective: 

- Capture the enemy’s flag
 

06.0 Challenge Highlights:  
- The middle of the bridge raises and lowers into the water on a timer. Players will have to be 

careful crossing over and under it.
- The main entrance to each fort has a vantage point for a sniper, making entrance difficult.
- There are alternate paths to the enemy bases; it’s up to the players to find them.
- The abandoned mines offer a back entrance into the enemy bases.
- The underwater pathways are dangerous as you will lose a small amount of health getting 

through it.  Enemy players can also flick a switch to raise the water level in the path making 
the enemy suffer more so than normal.

07.0 Art style:  
The art style will be similar to the painterly style present in the “Clone Wars” television series. 

Textures will be created using a combination of hand painting and altered images taken from real life. 
The end result should have a semi-realistic look, but still leaning heavily towards a cartoonish look.



 

08.0 Strategy:
- The narrow choke point of the bridge can be quite hazardous, by granting players alternate 

access paths, they will be urged to find alternate strategies to enter the enemy base.

09.0 Defense: 
- Defenders would ideally have a sniper on top of the main entrance and on the tower portion 

of the main building, in order to keep an eye on all the entrances to the base.
- Setting up defense positions in the secret passages can also be a viable option

10.0  Offense: 
- Ideally the teams would leave one or two snipers/defenders to protect the flag, while the rest 

of the team infiltrates the enemy base to obtain the flag.  



- The best option of course would be to send team members through all the infiltration paths.

11.0  Stealth:
- Approaching the base by water would be the stealthiest approach.   The underwater passages 

into the enemy bases will be quite effective if the players can find them.
- Tree cover along the edges of the ravine will also help provide stealth options for players 

while approaching.
 

12.0 Descriptions: 

- Fortresses:
o The Forts are composed of three buildings, a front gate, a bath house and the main 

fortress which houses the flag
o While both fortresses will have a mirrored layout, their designs will have differences 

to set them apart.
o The red team’s fortress will be made of reddish bricks and be of a distinct “tudour-

esque” architecture.
o The blues team’s fortress will be made of bluish grey bricks, and more mid-evil 

design, though it may share some basic architecture with the red fort.  
- Bridge:

o Grey/brown stone will comprise the majority of the bridge’s structure.
o The center will be made of iron and be capable of being raised out of the water by 

switches on either side of the bridge.  The center will lower on its own after being up 
for 2 minutes.

o Architecture will be similar to the two fortresses.
- Ravine:

o Tropical in nature, thus there will be palm trees and greenery poking out of the cliff-
sides whenever possible.

o Grey stone will comprise the ravine walls and pathways.
o The floor of the ravine will be brownish dirt with patches of greenery.
o Small islands will dot the water body.
o Beneath the surface will reveal underwater plants as well as some florescent flowers 

that will provide some mysterious beauty to the level beneath the water.
13.0 Map:

- Level Map
o The Initial layout of the map.  Though it is of course subject to modification.



14.0 Initial Shots

A view of both bases.



Basic Base Layout

An entrance to a mine



15.0 Asset list:

- Red Fortress 
o Red Brick texture to cover the outer walls, plus a second version for the inside. 

Should like the bricks were made from a strong red clay.
o Grey shingled texture for roof.
o Wooden support beams in the roof.

- Blue Fortress buildings:  
o Bluish Grey Brick texture, second version for inner walls.  Bricks made from the 

grey clay found at the ravine’s base.
o Red shingles for roof.
o Wooden support beams.

- Bridge sections: 
o Carved from white stone.
o Bricks carved from the same white stone.
o Three sections: two sides and the center which rises in and out of the water on a 

timer.
o Center rises through grooves in the supports of the side pieces.



- Trees
o Palm Trees.  Two versions

- Bushes
o Short stubby palm trees.

- Vines
o Long and green

- Water plants
o Long and flowing towards the surface.  Green, like seaweed.

- Rocks
o Grey like the walls and ground of the terrain.

- Switches for water flooding
o Very simple, a basically a block that moves into the wall when pressed, like a booby 

trap in an Indiana Jones movie.  Two versions, colored like the stone textures in the 
two bases.

- Mines:
o Rock sections of cave wall.  More brownish in color from the outside terrain to give 

it distinction
o Wooden support beams, brownish and color.  Y-beams and wooden planks.  



- Terrain
o 4 Textures
o Two brown
o Two grey
o Used to give variety to the terrain.



- Ladder: 
o Made of rope, white and worn. 

- Lamps
o Two versions, with and without a hanging post.
o Emits light
o Simple design



16.0 Screen Shots:

Red Base



Blue Base



Mines



Choke Points



17.0 Reference Images:






